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Optimal Binary Linear Codes from Maximal Arcs
Ziling Heng, Cunsheng Ding, and Weiqiong Wang
Abstract
The binary Hamming codes with parameters [2m − 1, 2m − 1 −m, 3] are perfect. Their extended codes have
parameters [2m, 2m− 1−m, 4] and are distance-optimal. The first objective of this paper is to construct a class of
binary linear codes with parameters [2m+s+2s− 2m, 2m+s+2s− 2m− 2m− 2, 4], which have better information
rates than the class of extended binary Hamming codes, and are also distance-optimal. The second objective is to
construct a class of distance-optimal binary codes with parameters [2m + 2, 2m − 2m, 6]. Both classes of binary
linear codes have new parameters.
Index Terms
Denniston arc, linear code, subfield code, subfield subcode
I. INTRODUCTION
Let q be a prime power and GF(q) the finite field with q elements. Let n, k, d be positive integers. An
[n, k, d] code C over GF(q) is a k-dimensional subspace of GF(q)n with minimum (Hamming) distance
d. The information rate of C is defined as k/n. Let Ai denote the number of codewords with Hamming
weight i in a code C of length n. The weight enumerator of C is defined by 1+A1z+A2z
2+ · · ·+Anz
n.
The sequence (1, A1, A2, · · · , An) is called the weight distribution of the code C. A code C is said to be
a t-weight code if the number of nonzero Ai in the sequence (A1, A2, · · · , An) is equal to t.
The dual code of an [n, k, d] code C over GF(q), denoted by C⊥, is defined by
C⊥ := {x ∈ GF(q)n : x · c = 0 ∀ c ∈ C},
where x · c denotes the standard inner product of the two vectors. The dual C⊥ has dimension n− k. The
minimum distance of C⊥ is called the dual distance of C. The extended code of an [n, k, d] linear code
C is defined by
C =
{
(c1, c2, · · · , cn+1) : (c1, c2, · · · , cn) ∈ C with
n+1∑
i=1
ci = 0
}
.
Then C is an [n+ 1, k, d] code where d = d or d+ 1.
An [n, k, d] code over GF(q) is said to be distance-optimal if no [n, k, d+ 1] code over GF(q) exists
and almost distance-optimal if there exists an [n, k, d+1] distance-optimal code over GF(q). An [n, k, d]
code over GF(q) is said to be dimension-optimal if no [n, k + 1, d] code over GF(q) exists. A code is
optimal if the parameters of the code meet a bound on linear codes. Optimal codes are interesting in both
theory and practice. The well known sphere-packing bound of a q-ary (n,M, d) code with M codewords
is given by
qn ≥M
⌊ d−1
2
⌋∑
i=0
(q − 1)i
(
n
i
)
,
where ⌊·⌋ denotes the floor function. An (n,M, d) code is said to be prefect if its parameters achieve the
sphere-packing bound. The only infinite family of perfect binary linear codes are the binary Hamming
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2codes with parameters [2m − 1, 2m − 1 − m, 3]. The extended binary Hamming codes have parameters
[2m, 2m−1−m, 4] and are distance-optimal. The motivation of this paper is to search for a class of binary
linear codes which are better than the extended binary Hamming codes. The first objective is to present
a class of binary linear codes with parameters [2m+s +2s− 2m, 2m+s +2s− 2m− 2m− 2, 4], which have
better information rates than the class of extended binary Hamming codes. The second objective of this
paper is to construct a class of distance-optimal binary linear codes with parameters [2m+2, 2m−2m, 6].
To this end, subfield, extension and augmentation techniques are employed.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Group characters and character sums
Now we recall characters and some character sums over finite fields which will be needed later.
Let p be a prime and q = pm. Let GF(q) be the finite field with q elements and α a primitive element
of GF(q). The trace function Trq/p is the homomorphism from GF(q) onto GF(p) defined by
Trq/p(x) =
m−1∑
i=0
xp
i
, x ∈ GF(q).
Denote by ζp the primitive p-th root of complex unity.
An additive character of GF(q) is a function χ from the additive group (GF(q),+) to the multiplicative
group C∗ such that
χ(x+ y) = χ(x)χ(y), x, y ∈ GF(q),
where C∗ denotes the set of all nonzero complex numbers. For any a ∈ GF(q), the function
χa(x) = ζ
Trq/p(ax)
p , x ∈ GF(q),
defines an additive character of GF(q). In addition, {χa : a ∈ GF(q)} is a group containing all the
additive characters of GF(q). It is clear that χ0(x) = 1 for all x ∈ GF(q) and χ0 is referred to as the
trivial additive character of GF(q). If a = 1, we call χ1 the canonical additive character of GF(q). Clearly,
χa(x) = χ1(ax). The orthogonality relation of additive characters is given by∑
x∈GF(q)
χ1(ax) =
{
q for a = 0,
0 for a ∈ GF(q)∗.
Let GF(q)∗ = GF(q) \ {0}. A character ψ of the multiplicative group GF(q)∗ is a homomorphism
from GF(q)∗ to C∗ satisfying ψ(xy) = ψ(x)ψ(y) for all (x, y) ∈ GF(q)∗×GF(q)∗. The multiplication of
two characters ψ, ψ′ is defined by (ψψ′)(x) = ψ(x)ψ′(x) for x ∈ GF(q)∗. All the characters of GF(q)∗
can be given by
ψj(α
k) = ζjkq−1 for k = 0, 1, · · · , q − 1,
where 0 ≤ j ≤ q− 2. Then {ψj : 0 ≤ j ≤ q− 2} is a group under the multiplication of characters and its
elements are called multiplicative characters of GF(q). In particular, ψ0 is called the trivial multiplicative
character of GF(q). The orthogonality relation of multiplicative characters is given by∑
x∈GF(q)∗
ψj(x) =
{
q − 1 for j = 0,
0 for j 6= 0.
Let χ be a nontrivial additive character of GF(q) and f ∈ GF(q)[x] a polynomial of positive degree.
Weil sums are a special class of character sums in the form∑
c∈GF(q)
χ(f(c)).
3The problem of evaluating such character sums explicitly is very difficult in general. However, Weil sums
can be treated in some special cases (see [17, Section 4 in Chapter 5]).
If f is an affine p-polynomial over GF(q), the Weil sums can be evaluated explicitly.
Lemma 2.1: [17, Theorem 5.34] Let q = pm and let
f(x) = arx
pr + ar−1x
pr−1 + · · ·+ a1x
p + a0x+ a
be an affine p-polynomial over GF(q). Let χb be a nontrivial additive character of GF(q) with b ∈ GF(q)
∗.
Then ∑
c∈GF(q)
χb(f(c)) =
{
χb(a)q if bar + b
papr−1 + · · ·+ b
pr−1ap
r−1
1 + b
prap
r
0 = 0,
0 otherwise.
Let q = 2m. The value of another class of Weil sums defined by
Sh(a, b) =
∑
x∈GF(q)
χ1(f(x)).
When f(x) = ax2
h+1+bx, a, b ∈ GF(q), this sum was determined by Coulter in 1999 and is given below.
Lemma 2.2: [6] Let q = 2m, α be a primitive element of GF(q) and f(x) = ax2
h+1+ bx, a, b ∈ GF(q).
Let e = gcd(m, h) and a ∈ GF(q)∗.
1) Let m/e be odd. Then Sh(a, 0) = 0. If b ∈ GF(q)
∗, then Sh(a, b) = Sh(1, bc
−1) where c ∈ GF(q)∗
is the unique element satisfying c2
h+1 = a and
Sh(1, b) =
{
0 if Tr2m/2e(b) 6= 1,
±2
m+e
2 if Tr2m/2e(b) = 1.
2) Let m/e be even. If b = 0, we have
Sh(a, 0) =
{
−(−1)
m
2e 2
m
2
+e if a = αt(2
e+1) for some integer t,
(−1)
m
2e 2
m
2 if a 6= αt(2
e+1) for any integer t.
If b ∈ GF(q)∗, there are two cases as follows.
a) If a 6= αt(2
e+1) for any integer t, then g(x) = a2
h
x2
2h
+ ax is a permutation polynomial. Let
x0 ∈ GF(q) be the unique solution of g(x0) = b
2h . Then
Sh(a, b) = (−1)
m
2e 2
m
2 χ1(ax
2h+1
0 ).
b) If a = αt(2
e+1) for some integer t, then Sh(a, b) = 0 unless g(x) = a
2hx2
2h
+ ax = b2
h
is
solvable. If g(x0) = b
2h has a solution x0, then
Sh(a, 0) =
{
−(−1)
m
2e 2
m
2
+eχ1(ax
2h+1
0 ) if Tr2m/2e 6= 0,
(−1)
m
2e 2
m
2 χ1(ax
2h+1
0 ) if Tr2m/2e 6= 0.
We will need these lemmas in later sections.
B. Subfield codes
Let q be a power of a prime and m a positive integer. Let C be an [n, k] linear code over the finite
field GF(qm). Now we construct a new [n, k′] code C(q) over GF(q) as follows. Let G be a generator
matrix of C. Take a basis of GF(qm) over GF(q). Represent each entry of G as an m× 1 column vector
of GF(q)m with respect to this basis, and replace each entry of G with the corresponding m× 1 column
vector of GF(q)m. With this method, G is modified into a km×n matrix over GF(q) generating the new
subfield code C(q) over GF(q) with length n. It is known that the subfield code C(q) is independent of
both the choice of the basis of GF(qm) over GF(q) and the choice of the generator matrix G of C (see
Theorems 2.1 and 2.6 in [11]).
4By definition, the dimension k′ of C(q) satisfies k′ ≤ mk. To the best of our knowledge, the only
references on subfield codes are [4], [5], [11], [14]. Recently, some basic results about subfield codes
were derived and the subfield codes of ovoid codes were studied in [11]. It was demonstrated that the
subfield codes of ovoid codes are very attractive [11]. The parameters of some hyperoval codes and the
conic codes were also studied in [14].
For a linear code C over GF(qm), we denote by C⊥ the dual code of C. A relationship between the
minimal distance of C⊥ and that of C(q)⊥ is given as follows.
Lemma 2.3: [11, Theorem 2.7] The minimal distance d⊥ of C⊥ and the minimal distance d(q)⊥ of C(q)⊥
satisfy
d(q)⊥ ≥ d⊥.
The trace representation of the q-ary subfield code C(q) of a linear code C over GF(qm) is presented
as follows.
Lemma 2.4: [11, Theorem 2.5] Let C be an [n, k] code over GF(qm). Let G = [gij]1≤i≤k,1≤j≤n be a
generator matrix of C. Then the trace representation of the subfield code C(q) is given by
C(q) =
{(
Trqm/q
(
k∑
i=1
aigi1
)
, · · · ,Trqm/q
(
k∑
i=1
aigin
))
: a1, . . . , ak ∈ GF(q
m)
}
.
The subfield subcode C|GF(q) of an [n, k] code over GF(q
m) is the set of codewords in C each of whose
components is in C. Hence, the dimension of the subfield subcode C|GF(q) is at most k. Thus, the subfield
code over GF(q) and subfield subcode over GF(q) of a linear code over GF(qm) are different codes in
general. In fact, it is easy to see that the subfield subcode C|GF(q) is a subcode of the subfield code C
(q).
Subfield codes were considered in [5] and [4] without using the name “subfield codes”. Subfield codes
were defined formally in [3, p. 5117] and a Magma function for subfield codes is implemented in the
Magma package. Notice that subfield subcodes were well studied in the literature [7], [12], [13], [19],
[20].
C. Linear codes from maximal arcs in PG(2,GF(2m))
Let q be a power of a prime. A maximal (n, h)-arc in the Desarguessian projective plane PG(2,GF(q))
is a set of n = hq + h − q points such that every line meets A in just h points or in none at all. A
line is called a secant if it meets A, and external line otherwise. For a maximal (n, h)-arc A, the set of
lines external to A is a maximal (q(q − h + 1)/h, q/h)-arc in the dual plane and called the dual of A.
It follows that a necessary condition for a maximal (n, h)-arc exists is h|q. Any point of PG(2,GF(q))
is a (1, 1)-arc and the complement of any line is a maximal (q2, q)-arc, which are called trivial maximal
arcs. In [2], Ball, Blokhuis and Mazzocca proved that no nontrivial maximal arcs exist in PG(2,GF(q))
for odd q. When h = 2, maximal arcs become hyperovals.
In 1969, Denniston used a special pencil of conics to construct maximal arcs in PG(2,GF(q)) for even
q [8]. Let x2 + βx+ 1 be irreducible over GF(q). Define
Fλ := {(x, y, z) : λx
2 + y2 + βyz + z2 = 0}, λ ∈ GF(q) ∪ {∞}.
It is easy to verify that F0 = {(1, 0, 0)} and F∞ is the line x = 0. Each other Fλ is a conic for λ ∈ GF(q)
∗.
We call Fλ the standard pencil [18]. The following theorem documents Denniston arcs.
Theorem 2.5: [1], [8] Let H be a subset of GF(q) of order h. Then the set A := ∪λ∈HFλ is a maximal
(n, h)-arc if and only if H is an additive subgroup of GF(q), where n = hq + h− q.
Given a maximal (n, h)-arc A, the points in the arc define a 3 × n matrix G over GF(q) with each
column vector of G being a point in A. Let C(A) be the linear code spanned by the rows of G. Then
C(A) is referred to as a maximal arc code. By definition, A meets each line in either 0 or h points. Note
that in PG(2,GF(q)) lines and hyperplanes are the same. Then it is easy to derive the weight distribution
of C(A) and the parameters of C(A)⊥ given in the following theorem (see, for example, [9, Theorem 6]).
5Theorem 2.6: Let q = 2m for any m ≥ 2 and h = 2s with 1 ≤ s < m. Let A be a maximal (n, h)-arc
in PG(2,GF(q)). Then the maximal arc code C(A) has parameters [n, 3, n− h] and weight enumerator
1 +
(q2 − 1)n
h
zn−h +
(q3 − 1)h− (q2 − 1)n
h
zn,
where n = hq + h− q. The dual C(A)⊥ has parameters [n, n− 3, 4] if s = 1 and [n, n− 3, 3] if s > 1.
We will use the Denniston arc codes to construct a class of distance-optimal binary codes in Section
III.
D. Linear codes from maximal arcs in PG(r,GF(q))
An arc in PG(r,GF(q)) is a set of at least r + 1 points in PG(r,GF(q)) such that no r + 1 of them
lie in a hyperplane. A cap in PG(r,GF(q)) is a set of points such that no three are collinear.
Given a set A = {g1, g2, · · · , gn} with n points in PG(r,GF(q)), where each gi is a (r+1)×1 vector
in GF(q)r+1, we define a matrix
GA = [g1g2 · · ·gn]. (1)
The linear code over GF(q) with generator matrix GA is denoted by C(A). The following theorem is well
known (see, for example, [10, Chapter 12]).
Theorem 2.7: Let A be an n-subset of the point set in PG(r,GF(q)) with n ≥ r+1. Then A is an arc
in PG(r,GF(q)) if and only if the corresponding code CA is an [n, r + 1, n− r] MDS code over GF(q).
If A is an arc in PG(r,GF(q)), the code CA is called an arc code. In Section IV, we will use some
arc codes over GF(2m) to construct a class of distance-optimal binary linear codes.
III. THE CLASS OF BINARY CODES WITH PARAMETERS [2m+s + 2s − 2m, 2m+s + 2s − 2m − 2m− 2, 4]
In this section, we present our first class of distance-optimal binary linear codes which are based on
the Denniston arcs.
A. The construction of the binary codes
Let q = 2m with m ≥ 2 and GF(q)∗ := GF(q) \ {0}. Let H be an additive subgroup of GF(q) with
h := |H| = 2s, where 1 < s < m. Let x2 + βx + 1 be irreducible over GF(q). Denote H∗ = H \ {0}.
Recall the standard pencil in PG(2,GF(q)) defined by
Fλ := {(x, y, z) : λx
2 + y2 + βyz + z2 = 0}, λ ∈ GF(q) ∪ {∞}.
By Theorem 2.5, the set A := ∪λ∈HFλ is a maximal (n, h)-arc called the Denniston arc, where n =
hq + h− q.
Lemma 3.1: If λ = 0, then F0 = {(1, 0, 0)}. If λ ∈ GF(q)
∗, then
Fλ =
{
(λ−
q
2 , 1, 0)
}⋃{(
λ−
q
2 (y + β
q
2y
q
2 + 1), y, 1
)
: y ∈ GF(q)
}
.
Proof Since x2 + βx + 1 is irreducible over GF(q), we have F0 = {(1, 0, 0)}. If λ ∈ GF(q)
∗, then
λx2 + y2 + βyz + z2 = 0 implies
x = λ−
q
2 (y + β
q
2y
q
2 z
q
2 + z).
Since Fλ is a subset of the point set of PG(2,GF(q)) for λ ∈ GF(q)
∗, we have
Fλ =
{(
λ−
q
2 (y + β
q
2 y
q
2z
q
2 + z), y, z
)
: y, z ∈ GF(q)
}
=
{
(λ−
q
2 , 1, 0)
}⋃{(
λ−
q
2
(
y
z
+ β
q
2
(y
z
) q
2
+ 1
)
,
y
z
, 1
)
: y ∈ GF(q), z ∈ GF(q)∗
}
=
{
(λ−
q
2 , 1, 0)
}⋃{(
λ−
q
2 (y + β
q
2y
q
2 + 1), y, 1
)
: y ∈ GF(q)
}
.
6The proof is completed.
Let H = {0, λ1, λ2, · · · , λh−1} and GF(q) = {y1, · · · , yq}. Define
Gλ =
λ− q21 · · · λ− q2h−11 · · · 1
0 · · · 0

and
Gλ(y) =
λ− q21 (y + β q2y q2 + 1) · · · λ− q2h−1(y + β q2y q2 + 1)y · · · y
1 · · · 1
 (2)
for y ∈ GF(q). By Lemma 3.1, the Denniston arc code C(A) has a generator matrix
GA =
Gλ Gλ(y1) · · · Gλ(yq) 10
0
 .
Due to Theorem 2.6, the Denniston arc code C(A) has parameters [n, 3, n− h], where n = hq + h− q.
Consider now the augmented Denniston arc code defined by
C˜(A) = {c+ b1 : c ∈ C(A), b ∈ GF(q)}, (3)
where 1 denotes the vector (1, 1, · · · , 1) ∈ GF(q)n. Then C˜(A) has a generator matrix
G˜A =
Gλ Gλ(y1) · · · Gλ(yq)
1
0
0
1 1 · · · 1 1
 . (4)
It is obvious that C˜(A) is an [n, 4] linear code over GF(q).
Now we consider the binary subfield code C˜(A)(2) of C˜(A) defined in Equation (3). Combining Lemma
2.4 and Equation (4) yields the trace representation of C˜(A)(2) as follows.
Lemma 3.2: The trace representation of C˜(A)(2) is given by
C˜(A)(2) ={((
Trq/2(a1λ
− q
2 + a2) + c
)
λ∈H∗
,
(
Trq/2(a1λ
− q
2 (y + β
q
2 y
q
2 + 1) + a2y) + b+ c
)
λ∈H∗,
y∈GF(q)
,
Trq/2(a1) + c
)
: a1, a2,∈ GF(q), b, c ∈ GF(2)
}
.
To determine the dimension of C˜(A)(2), we need the lemma below.
Lemma 3.3: Let q = 2m with m ≥ 2. Let H be an additive subgroup of GF(q) with h = |H| = 2s and
1 ≤ s ≤ m. Let x2 + βx+ 1 be irreducible over GF(q). Denote
N = ♯
{
(λ, y) ∈ H∗ ×GF(q) : Trq/2
(
A1λ
− q
2 (y + β
q
2y
q
2 ) + A2(y + 1)
)
+B = 0
}
,
where A1, A2 ∈ GF(q) and B ∈ GF(2). Then N = q(h− 1) if and only if (A1, A2, B) = (0, 0, 0).
Proof If (A1, A2, B) = (0, 0, 0), then it is clear that N = q(h− 1).
7In the following, we assume that N = q(h− 1). Our goal is to prove (A1, A2, B) = (0, 0, 0). Let χ be
the canonical additive character of GF(q). By the orthogonality relation of additive characters, we have
N = ♯
{
(λ, y) ∈ H∗ ×GF(q) : Trq/2
(
A1λ
− q
2β
q
2 y
q
2 + (A2 + A1λ
− q
2 )y + A2
)
+B = 0
}
=
1
2
∑
λ∈H∗
∑
y∈GF(q)
∑
z∈GF(2)
(−1)
z
(
Trq/2
(
A1λ
−
q
2 β
q
2 y
q
2 +(A2+A1λ
−
q
2 )y+A2
)
+B
)
=
q
2
(h− 1) +
(−1)B
2
∑
λ∈H∗
∑
y∈GF(q)
χ(A1λ
− q
2β
q
2y
q
2 + (A2 + A1λ
− q
2 )y + A2). (5)
By Lemma 2.1,
Ω(A1, A2) :=
∑
λ∈H∗
∑
y∈GF(q)
χ(A1λ
− q
2β
q
2 y
q
2 + (A2 + A1λ
− q
2 )y + A2)
= qχ(A2)Nλ, (6)
where
Nλ := ♯
{
λ ∈ H∗ : A1λ
− q
2β
q
2 + (A2 + A1λ
− q
2 )
q
2 = 0
}
.
By Equations (5) and (6), we have
q(h− 1) =
q
2
(h− 1) +
(−1)B
2
qχ(A2)Nλ,
which is equivalent to Nλ = h− 1 and Trq/2(A2) +B = 0. For λ ∈ H
∗, the equation
A1λ
− q
2β
q
2 + (A2 + A1λ
− q
2 )
q
2 = 0
is equivalent to (
A1λ
− q
2β
q
2 + (A2 + A1λ
− q
2 )
q
2
)2
= 0,
i.e.,
A21λ
−1β + A2 + A1λ
− q
2 = 0. (7)
It is clear that Equation (7) is equivalent to(
A21λ
−1β + A2 + A1λ
− q
2
)2
= 0,
i.e.,
A41λ
−2β2 + A22 + A
2
1λ
−1 = 0,
which can be written as
A22λ
2 + A21λ+ A
4
1β
2 = 0.
Hence we have
Nλ = ♯
{
λ ∈ H∗ : A22λ
2 + A21λ+ A
4
1β
2 = 0
}
.
Let λ1, λ2 ∈ H
∗ and λ1 6= λ2 such that
A22λ
2
1 + A
2
1λ1 + A
4
1β
2 = 0, (8)
and
A22λ
2
2 + A
2
1λ2 + A
4
1β
2 = 0. (9)
8Since H is an additive subgroup, we have λ1 + λ2 ∈ H
∗. Then Nλ = h− 1 yields that
A22(λ1 + λ2)
2 + A21(λ1 + λ2) + A
4
1β
2 = 0. (10)
Combining Equations (8), (9) and (10) yields A1 = 0 as β 6= 0. Then A2 = 0 as Nλ = h − 1 > 0 and
λ ∈ H∗. We also have B = 0 as Trq/2(A2) + B = 0. According to the preceding discussions, we have
proved (A1, A2, B) = (0, 0, 0). Then the desired conclusion follows.
Lemma 3.4: Let q = 2m with m ≥ 2. Let H be an additive subgroup of GF(q) with h = |H| = 2s and
1 < s < m. Let x2 + βx+ 1 be irreducible over GF(q). Then the dimension of C˜(A)(2) is 2m+ 2.
Proof By Lemma 3.2, we assume that there exist four-tuples (a1, a2, b, c) ∈ GF(q)×GF(q)×GF(2)×
GF(2) and (a′1, a
′
2, b
′, c′) ∈ GF(q)×GF(q)×GF(2)×GF(2) such that((
Trq/2(a1λ
− q
2 + a2) + c
)
λ∈H∗
,
(
Trq/2(a1λ
− q
2 (y + β
q
2 y
q
2 + 1) + a2y) + b+ c
)
λ∈H∗,
y∈GF(q)
,
Trq/2(a1) + c
)
=
((
Trq/2(a
′
1λ
− q
2 + a′2) + c
′
)
λ∈H∗
,
(
Trq/2(a
′
1λ
− q
2 (y + β
q
2 y
q
2 + 1) + a′2y) + b
′ + c′
)
λ∈H∗,
y∈GF(q)
,
Trq/2(a
′
1) + c
′
)
.
Then we have
Trq/2
(
(a1 + a
′
1)λ
− q
2 + a2 + a
′
2
)
+ c+ c′ = 0 (11)
for any λ ∈ H∗,
Trq/2
(
(a1 + a
′
1)λ
− q
2 (y + β
q
2y
q
2 + 1) + (a2 + a
′
2)y
)
+ b+ b′ + c + c′ = 0 (12)
for any (λ, y) ∈ H∗ ×GF(q), and
Trq/2(a1 + a
′
1) + c+ c
′ = 0. (13)
Combining Equations (11) and (13) yields
Trq/2
(
(a1 + a
′
1)(λ
− q
2 + 1) + a2 + a
′
2
)
= 0 (14)
for any λ ∈ H∗. Combining Equations (12) and (13) yields
Trq/2
(
(a1 + a
′
1)
(
λ−
q
2 (y + β
q
2 y
q
2 + 1) + 1
)
+ (a2 + a
′
2)y
)
+ b+ b′ = 0 (15)
for any (λ, y) ∈ H∗ ×GF(q). Then Equations (14) and (15) imply that
Trq/2
(
(a1 + a
′
1)λ
− q
2 (y + β
q
2 y
q
2 ) + (a2 + a
′
2)(y + 1)
)
+ b+ b′ = 0
for any (λ, y) ∈ H∗×GF(q). By Lemma 3.3, we deduce that a1 = a
′
1, a2 = a
′
2 and b = b
′. Then Equation
(13) implies c = c′. Thus the dimension of C˜(A)(2) is 2m+ 2.
Denote by d˜⊥ and d˜(2)⊥ the minimal distances of C˜(A)⊥ and C˜(A)(2)⊥, respectively. The following
theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.5: Let q = 2m with m ≥ 2. Let H be an additive subgroup of GF(q) with h = |H| = 2s
and 1 < s < m. Let x2 + βx + 1 be irreducible over GF(q). Then the dual C˜(A)(2)⊥ of C˜(A)(2) is
distance-optimal with respect to the sphere-packing bound and has parameters
[2m+s + 2s − 2m, 2m+s + 2s − 2m − 2m− 2, 4].
9Proof By Lemma 3.4, the dimension of C˜(A)(2)⊥ equals n− 2m− 2 = 2m+s + 2s − 2m − 2m− 2.
Consider the matrix Gλ(y) in Equation (2), we claim that y + β
q
2y
q
2 + 1 6= 0 for any y ∈ GF(q).
Otherwise, if y+β
q
2y
q
2 +1 = 0 for some y ∈ GF(q), we have y2+βy+1 = 0 for some y ∈ GF(q), which
contradicts with our assumption that x2 + βx+ 1 is irreducible over GF(q). Hence, any two columns of
the matrix G˜A in Equation (4) are different. Since the matrix in Equation (4) is a parity-check matrix of
C˜(A)⊥, we deduce that d˜⊥ ≥ 3. It is clear that C˜(A) contains the codeword (1, 1, · · · , 1). Hence all the
weights of C˜(A)⊥ are even. Then we deduce that d˜⊥ ≥ 4. By Lemma 2.3, we obtain that d˜(2)⊥ ≥ d˜⊥ ≥ 4.
By the sphere-packing bound of binary codes, we have
22
m+s+2s−2m ≥ 22
m+s+2s−2m−2m−2
⌊ d˜
(2)⊥
−1
2
⌋∑
i=0
(
2m+s + 2s − 2m
i
)
, (16)
where ⌊x⌋ denotes the floor function. Suppose that d˜(2)⊥ = 5. Then Equation (16) becomes
22m+2 ≥ 1 + 2m−1 + 2s−1 + 22m+s(2s−1 − 1) + 2m+s−1(2s+1 − 1) + 22m+1 + 22s−1
> 22m+s(2s−1 − 1)
which is a contradiction as s > 1. Hence d˜(2)⊥ ≤ 4. Then we deduce that d˜(2)⊥ = 4 and the desired
conclusion follows.
Below we present an example of the codes treated before.
Example 1: Let m = 5 and w be a generator of GF(25)∗ with w5+w2+1 = 0. Let the subgroup A of
(GF(32),+) be {0, 1, w11, w, w2, w5, w18, w19}. Hence, h = |A| = 8. Then the Denniston arc code C(A)
over GF(32) has parameters [232, 3, 224] and weight enumerator
1 + 29667z224 + 3100z232.
Its dual C(A)⊥ over GF(32) has parameters [232, 229, 3].
The subfield code C˜(A)(2) over GF(2) has parameters [232, 12, 8]. Its dual C˜(A)(2)⊥ has parameters
[232, 220, 4].
It is conjectured that C˜(A)(2) has minimal distance h which is confirmed by our computer experiments.
Note that although the binary code C˜(A)(2) has poor error-correcting capability, the dual code C˜(A)(2)⊥
is distance-optimal. The class of codes C˜(A)(2)⊥ achieves the first objective of this paper.
B. A comparison of C˜(A)(2)⊥ with the extended binary Hamming code
The binary Hamming code has parameters [2m − 1, 2m − 1 −m, 3] and is perfect in the sense that it
meets the sphere-packing bound. The extended binary Hamming code has parameters [2m, 2m−m− 1, 4]
and is distance-optimal. The information rate of this code is
R1 :=
2m −m− 1
2m
.
The information rate of the binary code C˜(A)(2)⊥ is
R2 :=
2m+s + 2s − 2m − 2m− 2
2m+s + 2s − 2m
.
Since the two codes have the same minimum distance 4, we can compare their information rates. When
s ≥ 2 and m ≥ 4, it can be verified that the information rate of C˜(A)(2)⊥ is larger than that of the extended
binary Hamming code, i.e., R2 > R1. Although both codes are distance-optimal, the code C˜(A)
(2)⊥
developed in this paper is better than the extended binary Hamming code in terms of their information
rates. Hence, the class of binary codes C˜(A)(2)⊥ are quite attractive. In addition, the parameters of the
class of binary codes C˜(A)(2)⊥ look new.
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IV. THE CLASS OF OPTIMAL BINARY CODES WITH PARAMETERS [2m + 2, 2m − 2m, 6]
In this section, we present our second class of distance-optimal binary linear codes which will be
constructed with a class of maximal arcs in PG(3,GF(2m)).
A. The construction of the binary codes
Let q be a prime power. It is known that the maximum number of points in an arc in PG(3,GF(q)) is
q + 1 [21]. The following lemma documents a known arc with q + 1 points in PG(3,GF(q)).
Lemma 4.1: [15], [16] For q = 2m with m ≥ 2. The set
A =
{
(x2
h+1, x2
h
, x, 1) : x ∈ GF(q)
}
∪ {(1, 0, 0, 0)}
is an arc in PG(3,GF(q)) if and only if gcd(m, h) = 1.
Let GF(q) = {x1, x2, · · · , xq}. Let A be the arc defined in Lemma 4.1 with gcd(m, h) = 1. Define
GA =

x2
h+1
1 x
2h+1
2 · · · x
2h+1
q 1
x2
h
1 x
2h
2 · · · x
2h
q 0
x1 x2 · · · xq 0
1 1 · · · 1 0
 . (17)
Let C(A) be the arc code with the generator matrix GA.
Combining Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 4.1 directly yields the following result.
Lemma 4.2: Let q = 2m with m ≥ 2. Let C(A) be the arc code with the generator matrix GA defined
in Equation (17). Then C(A) is a q-ary MDS linear code with parameters [2m + 1, 4, 2m − 2]. Its dual is
an MDS code with parameters [2m + 1, 2m − 3, 5].
Now we consider the binary subfield code C(A)(2) of C(A). The trace representation of C(A)(2) is given
in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3: Let A be the arc defined in Lemma 4.1 with gcd(m, h) = 1. Let C(A) be the arc code
with the generator matrix GA defined in Equation (17). Then the trace representation of C(A)
(2) is given
by
C(A)(2) =
{((
Tr2m/2(ax
2h+1 + bx) + c
)
x∈GF(2m)
,Tr2m/2(a)
)
: a, b ∈ GF(2m), c ∈ GF(2)
}
.
Proof Combining Lemma 2.4 and Equation (17) yields the following trace representation of C(A)(2):
C(A)(2)
=
{((
Tr2m/2(a1x
2h+1 + a2x
2h + a3x) + c
)
x∈GF(2m)
,Tr2m/2(a1)
)
: a1, a2, a3 ∈ GF(2
m), c ∈ GF(2)
}
.
Note that
Tr2m/2(a1x
2h+1 + a2x
2h + a3x) + c
= Tr2m/2(a1x
2h+1) + Tr2m/2(a2x
2h) + Tr2m/2(a3x) + c
= Tr2m/2(a1x
2h+1) + Tr2m/2(a
2m−h
2 x) + Tr2m/2(a3x) + c
= Tr2m/2(a1x
2h+1) + Tr2m/2
(
(a2
m−h
2 + a3)x
)
+ c.
Let b := a2
m−h
2 + a3. It is clear that b runs through GF(2
m) with 2m times if (a2, a3) runs through
GF(2m)×GF(2m). Then the desired conclusion follows.
The dimension of C(A)(2) is given in the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.4: Let A be the maximal arc defined in Lemma 4.1 with gcd(m, h) = 1. Let C(A) be the
arc code with the generator matrix GA defined in Equation (17). Then the dimension of C(A)
(2) equals
2m+ 1.
Proof By Lemma 2.4, we assume that there exist three-tuples (a, b, c) ∈ GF(2m)×GF(2m)×GF(2) and
(a′, b′, c′) ∈ GF(2m)×GF(2m)×GF(2) such that((
Tr2m/2(ax
2h+1 + bx) + c
)
x∈GF(2m)
,Tr2m/2(a)
)
=
((
Tr2m/2(a
′x2
h+1 + b′x) + c′
)
x∈GF(2m)
,Tr2m/2(a
′)
)
.
This implies that{
Tr2m/2
(
(a+ a′)x2
h+1 + (b+ b′)x
)
+ c+ c′ = 0 for all x ∈ GF(2m),
Tr2m/2(a + a
′) = 0.
(18)
Let x = 0 in the first equation in System (18), then we have c = c′. Hence{
Tr2m/2
(
(a + a′)x2
h+1 + (b+ b′)x
)
= 0 for all x ∈ GF(2m),
Tr2m/2(a + a
′) = 0.
(19)
Denote
N(A,B) = ♯{x ∈ GF(2m) : Tr2m/2(Ax
2h+1 +Bx) = 0}, A, B ∈ GF(q).
Let χ be the canonical additive character of GF(2m). If A = 0, B 6= 0, then N(A,B) = 2m−1. If A 6= 0,
then
N(A,B) =
1
2
∑
y∈GF(2)
∑
x∈GF(2m)
(−1)yTr2m/2(Ax
2h+1+Bx)
= 2m−1 +
1
2
∑
x∈GF(2m)
χ(Ax2
h+1 +Bx)
= 2m−1 +
1
2
Sh(A,B),
where Sh(A,B) is defined in Lemma 2.2. Recall that gcd(m, h) = 1. By Lemma 2.2, if m is odd, then
Sh(A,B) ∈ {0,±2
m+1
2 };
if m is even, then
Sh(A,B) ∈ {±2
m
2 ,±2
m
2
+1}.
Then it is easy to verify that N(A,B) < 2m always holds if A 6= 0. Based on these discussions, we
deduce that N(A,B) = 2m if and only if A = B = 0. Thus System (19) implies that a = a′, b = b′. Since
a = a′, b = b′, c = c′, the dimension of C(A)(2) follows.
Combining Lemmas 2.3, 4.2 and 4.4, we obtain the parameters of the dual code C(A)(2)⊥ of C(A)(2)
which are described in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5: Let A be the arc defined in Lemma 4.1 with gcd(m, h) = 1 and m ≥ 5. Let C(A) be the
arc code with the generator matrix GA defined in Equation (17). Then C(A)
(2)⊥ is a binary linear code
with parameters
[2m + 1, 2m − 2m, d(2)⊥ ≥ 5].
Let C(A)(2)⊥ be the binary linear code defined in Lemma 4.5 and C(A)(2)⊥ be its extended code. In
the following, we give the parameters of C(A)(2)⊥, which is the main result of this section.
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Theorem 4.6: Let A be the arc defined in Lemma 4.1 with gcd(m, h) = 1 and m ≥ 5. Let C(A) be
the arc code with the generator matrix GA defined in Equation (17). Then the extended code C(A)(2)⊥ is
distance-optimal with respect to the sphere-packing bound and has parameters
[2m + 2, 2m − 2m, 6].
Proof Let d(2)⊥ denote the minimal distance of C(A)(2)⊥. It follows from Lemma 4.5 that C(A)(2)⊥ has
parameters
[2m + 1, 2m − 2m, d(2)⊥ ≥ 5].
Since its extended code C(A)(2)⊥ has only even Hamming weights, we deduce that C(A)(2)⊥ has parameters
[2m + 2, 2m − 2m, d(2)⊥ ≥ 6].
By the sphere-packing bound, we have
22
m+2 ≥ 22
m−2m
⌊
d(2)⊥−1
2
⌋∑
i=0
(
2m + 2
i
)
,
i.e.,
22m+2 ≥
⌊
d(2)⊥−1
2
⌋∑
i=0
(
2m + 2
i
)
.
Since m ≥ 5, it is easy to deduce that d(2)⊥ ≤ 6. Thus d(2)⊥ = 6. The desired conclusion follows.
Example 2: Let m = 5. Then the arc code C(A) over GF(32) has parameters [33, 4, 30] and weight
enumerator
1 + 169136z30 + 32736z31 + 508431z32 + 338272z33.
The subfield code C(A)(2) over GF(2) has parameters [33, 11, 12] and is distance-optimal. The dual code
C(A)(2)
⊥
overGF(2) has parameters [33, 22, 5] and is almost distance-optimal. The extended code C(A)(2)⊥
over GF(2) has parameters [34, 22, 6] and is distance-optimal.
B. A comparison with the extended double error correcting codes
The double error-correcting binary BCH code has parameters [2m − 1, 2m − 1 − 2m, 5]. Its extended
code has parameters [2m, 2m − 1− 2m, 6]. The information rate of this code is
R′1 :=
2m − 2m− 1
2m
.
The information rate of the binary code C(A)(2)⊥ is
R′2 :=
2m − 2m
2m + 2
.
Thus the extended double error-correcting binary BCH code has almost the same information rate as that of
the code C(A)(2)⊥. Both codes are distance optimal. In addition, the code C(A)(2)⊥ has new parameters.
The reader is informed that a class of binary linear codes with parameters [2m, 2m − 2m + 1, 4] were
reported in [14].
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Optimal linear codes are very rare and precious. Optimal binary linear codes are rarer and more precious.
An interesting and difficult problem of coding theory is to construct optimal codes, as it is much harder
to construct optimal codes in smaller fields. A more interesting and difficult problem of coding theory is
to construct optimal codes with new parameters.
The contribution of this paper is the two classes of distance-optimal binary linear codes with respect
to the sphere-packing bound. These codes are interesting, as their parameters look new and they are
distance-optimal. The two classes of arc codes employed in this paper are very special. The Denniston
arc codes over GF(2m) are two-weight codes holding 2-designs. The maximal arc codes with parameters
[2m + 1, 4, 2m − 2] are MDS codes over GF(2m). These codes were carefully selected, so that optimal
binary linear codes have been obtained. To obtain the optimal binary codes, we employed a combination of
coding techniques such as the subfield technique, the extension technique, and the augmentation technique.
If two linear codes C1 and C2 over GF(q
m) are monomially equivalent, their subfield codes C
(q)
1 and C
(q)
2
over GF(q) may not be equivalent. For example, the class of maximal arc codes over GF(2m) in [9] are
equivalent to the class of Denniston arc codes, but their subfield codes over GF(2) are not equivalent. To
obtain linear codes over GF(q) with good parameters via the subfield code technique, one should select
an extension filed GF(qm) and a code over GF(qm) carefully.
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